How to trap a dragon:

Are you kept awake at night by the sound of dragons crunching bones? If so, do not despair. Help is at hand. Dragons must be defeated. Read these instructions and soon you too will be rid of this terrible pest.

What you need:

- a magical spade,
- a brown sheet,
- some leaves and sticks,
- plus a large lump of tasty meat.

What you do:

1. Dig a deep pit.
2. Cover the pit with a brown sheet.
3. Scatter on the leaves and sticks.
4. Place the large lump of meat on top.
5. Tiptoe behind a tree and wait.

In the end, the dragon will not be able to resist the temptation and will therefore fall into the pit. A final note of warning: Do not enter a dragon's cave as the treasure may be enchanted.